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Abstract
The first edition of the Encyclopaedia of the Czech Language was published in 2002 and

since that time it has established as one of the basic reference books for the study of the Czech
language and related linguistic disciplines. However, many new concepts and even new re-
search areas have emerged since that publication. That is why a preparation of a complete new
edition of the encyclopaedia started in 2011, rather than just re-printing the previous version
with supplements. The new edition covers current research status in all concepts connected
with the linguistic studies of (prevalently, but not solely) the Czech language. The project pro-
ceeded for five years and it has finished at the end of 2015, the printed edition is currently in
preparation. An important innovation of the new encyclopaedia lies in the decision that the
new edition will be published both as a printed book and as an electronic on-line encyclopaedia,
utilizing the many advantages of electronic dictionaries.

In this paper, we describe the lexicographic platform used for the Encyclopaedia prepara-
tion and the process behind the work flow consisting of more than 3,000 pages written by nearly
200 authors from all over the world. The paper covers the process of managing entry submis-
sions, the development of tools to convert word processor files to an XML database, tools to
cross-check and connect bibliography references from free text to structured bibliography en-
tries, and the preparation of data for the printed publication.

1. Introduction

The first edition of the Encyclopaedia of the Czech Language (Bachmannová et al.,
2002) was published in 2002. Since that time it has been adopted as one of the basic
reference books for the study of the Czech language and related linguistic disciplines
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not only in the Czech Republic, but by Bohemists all over the world. However, many
new concepts and even new research areas have emerged since that publication. The
Encyclopaedia editorial board (led by Petr Karlík) decided to prepare a complete new
edition of the encyclopaedia, rather than just a re-print with supplements. The new
edition covers current research as well all the concepts of linguistic studies connected
with the Czech language. The project is coordinated by a team at the Faculty of Arts,
Masaryk University, it started in 2011 and has finished at the end of 2015. Currently
(June 2016), the encyclopaedia data undergoes the final proofreading and the final
processing phase before publishing. The final version of the New Encyclopaedia con-
tains 1569 entries, spanning over 3,000 pages, written by 191 authors.

As an important innovation of the original encyclopaedia from 2002, the new edi-
tion is primarily organized as an electronic encyclopaedia, utilizing the advantages
of the electronic dictionaries. The printed version will be published by a well-known
Czech publishing house Nakladatelství Lidové noviny based on the preprocessed
data exported from the electronic edition. This move to electronic publishing is in line
with recent trends in dictionary publishing (Tarp, 2012; Verlinde and Peeters, 2012).
The DEB platform was selected as the dictionary writing system for the preparation
of the new edition.

2. The DEB Platform Overview

Based on the experience with several tens of dictionary projects, the team at the
NLP Centre FI MU has designed and implemented a universal dictionary writing
system that can be exploited in various lexicographic applications to build large lex-
ical databases. The system has been named Dictionary Editor and Browser (Horák
and Rambousek, 2007), shortly DEB,1 and has been used in more than twenty lexico-
graphic projects since 2005, e.g. the development of the Czech Lexical Database (Range-
lova and Králík, 2007), or currently running projects of the Pattern Dictionary of En-
glish Verbs (Hanks, 2004), Family names in UK (Hanks et al., 2011), and highly mul-
timedial Dictionary of Czech Sign Language (Rambousek and Horák, 2015).

The DEB platform is based on the client-server architecture, which brings along a
lot of benefits. All the data are stored on the server side and a considerable part of the
client-side functionality is also implemented on the server, thus the client application
can be very lightweight. The DEB platform approach provides very good tools for
team cooperation: all data modifications are immediately seen by all involved users.
The server also provides well arranged authentication and authorization functions.
Unlike other dictionary writing systems (both commercial, and open-source), the DEB
platform is not limited to one type of language or knowledge resources. DEB supports
requirements of many frequently used resource types, while most of the applications

1http://deb.fi.muni.cz
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specialize only on one type of data. The DEB platform and related projects are covered
in detail in Rambousek (2015).

3. The Encyclopaedia Editing Process

3.1. The Editing Team Management

The encyclopaedia text preparation team consists of 191 authors, supported by
15 other team members. Here, the DEB platform support for complex access rights
is utilized – all the users are hierarchically organized as entry authors, entry referees,
area administrators, editing assistants, and encyclopaedia coordinators with various levels
of access to the dictionary data. For example, the entry authors may only edit the
entries assigned to them by the area administrator. The system can also limit access
to all entries (or a selected subset) for some users during various editing phases, eg. for
batch update. The editors can compare several versions of each entry – the original
document provided by the author(s), the XML file stored in the database, the HTML
preview for checking, and the final electronic version.

The management system also provide reporting tools to track progress of individ-
ual entries and overall encyclopaedia, such as:

• the current editing phase of an entry (posted by an author, converted to XML
database, proofread, electronic version verified, confirmed by area administra-
tor, etc.),

• the number of work-in-progress and finished entries,
• the number of entries and “normalized” pages2 written by each of the authors,
• the option to see and compare the editing history of each entry.
Apart from the full history of document changes, the system also provides daily

backups of the database.

3.2. Entry Editing and Conversion

Since the source materials of the original edition were prepared as a set of word
processing documents, and mainly because some of the authors could not use the on-
line editing tools, it was decided by the editorial board that in the first stage of the
editing process, the entries will be written in the form of a word processing docu-
ments. To allow the use of the new features for the electronic encyclopaedia, special
markup tags inside the standard document text were introduced for the project:

• the entry headword and its variants,
• the entry category classification,
• the entry author(s),
• splitting the entry text to two parts – a standard part for public users, and an

advanced part for researchers and experienced scholars,

21,800 characters of text per page
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• the list of bibliographic references,
• a definition (form of a sub-entry) in the text,
• multimedia attachment files (images, audio recordings, video files), either in-

cluded inline in the text, or on separate pages,
• cross-references to other entries, sub-entries or bibliographic references.

At the first step, documents provided by the authors in several word processing for-
mats are unified by automatic conversion to the Open Document format (Brauer et al.,
2011).

In the next step, the ODF documents are converted to an internal XML format.
The word processor instructions and special markup tags are converted to semantic
tags of the encyclopaedia XML format. Wherever possible, the included images are
converted to vector graphic formats to provide the best image quality both in the elec-
tronic and the printed edition. During this phase, varying text formatting is unified
to the common layout of the New Encyclopaedia.

All of the 1569 entries were regularly processed and converted during the Ency-
clopaedia editing. As more documents were provided by the authors, the conversion
tools were continuously updated to handle various input document formats.

After the upload and conversion, the documents are stored in the DEB XML database
and edited via the online tools. It is also possible to download the entries for offline
editing and upload the updated version later.

3.3. Cross-references Checks

Although the subject areas and entry lists were planned beforehand, many changes
were introduced during the writing process. Sometimes, completely new entries
emerged to describe the current state of linguistic research. In other cases, entries
were split or merged for the best presentation of the concepts and spreading the length
of entries more evenly. However, such changes could cause various errors in entries
cross-referencing.

In the final phase of the Encyclopaedia preparation, all cross-references between
entries were checked and verified. The lexicographic system tools scanned all the
entries and their connections, reporting any inconsistencies or links to missing en-
tries. The editing assistants then browsed through and fixed each of the errors, either
with updating the cross-reference to another entry, creating new variant headword,
or deleting the link. During this process, several entries were identified that were
omitted during the writing phase and needed to be added.

3.4. Bibliographic References Processing

After the final form of all entries was delivered, the bibliography lists and all biblio-
graphic references in the text were verified. Since the encyclopaedia texts are written
in Czech, the bibliographic references within the entry texts may come in different
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Figure 1. Verification and matching of bibliographic references.

inflected forms (grammar cases, masculine/feminine name endings, etc.). As a first
step, a uniform and unique representation of each item in the bibliography list was
created. Although the authors followed the CSN ISO 690-2 standard (CSN690, 2011)
for references, many items contained some sort of spelling or typing errors. All in-
consistencies to the standard were reported and fixed.

In the next step, all references in the entry text were transformed to the same uni-
fied form and matched against the entry bibliography list. From the total of 16,252
bibliography links, 95 % were correctly matched using the uniform representation.
See Figure 1 for an example of the bibliography checking form to verify and interlink
the bibliographic references. The remaining cases consisted of following issues that
were handled by the editing assistants:

• an unusual form or misspelled name, year or other part of the bibliography ref-
erence,

• a bibliography entry not following the standard form,
• a choice of two (or more) publications by the same author in the same year,
• a missing bibliographic entry,
• a misplaced reference in the entry text.

3.5. Final Proofreading by Authors

When the conversion, verification and finalization processes were successfully car-
ried out, all the authors were asked to proofread their own entries before submitting
the final data to the publisher.

For this purpose, an entry representation similar to the printed edition was created
in the PDF format and prepared for download on personalized author checking web
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Figure 2. Search results displaying entries from a selected category. The green and blue
squares indicate the proficiency level (standard/advanced) of the entry parts available.

pages. Subsequently, the authors were able to enter the proofreading comments and
requests into a special web-based form. All identified issues3 were then transferred to
the database by the team of editing assistants. During the review, 110 entries written
in an early stage of the project were (usually briefly) updated to reflect the current
research. Because of the changes, it was required to verify some of the cross-references
and bibliographic references again.

3.6. The Printed Edition

The printed edition of the Encyclopaedia is going to be published by one of the
largest Czech publishing houses, Nakladatelství Lidové noviny. The lexicographic
system contains tools to prepare the data in the format used by the publisher for type-
setting:

• each entry is saved in a separate XML file,
• the metadata are updated (e.g. author abbreviation is changed to full name),
• the cross-references are updated to link correctly to the saved XML files,
• all included multimedia files are downloaded,
• all images are saved in all available formats to provide the best quality for type-

setting.

3There were about 1,700, mostly small, corrections reported.
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Figure 3. Preview of an entry, with links to more information in the same category.

Due to file conversions, cross-references checks, and various document updates,
preparation of all 1569 entries for the publisher takes one hour. Without additional
features, the complete export of the database takes less then 5 minutes.

3.7. The Electronic Edition

The New Encyclopaedia edition takes the advantage of the electronic and multime-
dia dictionary features to help users with navigation in the encyclopaedia, to obtain
extra relevant information, and to better understand the concepts. See Figure 2 for
an example of search results, and Figure 3 for an example of an entry preview. The
DEB platform tools take care of properly encoding and providing all the following
information:

• cross-references to other entries or entry parts,
• links to external websites,
• references to the bibliography, with the possibility to query external library re-

sources,
• images, charts, diagrams etc.,
• sound recordings (e.g. samples of various dialects, see Figure 4),
• animations and video recordings (e.g. video recordings showing sign language

gestures),
• explanations of the abbreviations used in the text or bibliography lists.
To make the encyclopaedia content comprehensible and useful for different reader

groups, the entries can be described in two different levels of proficiency, i.e. the entry
text can contain a standard part and an advanced part. Out of the total of 1,569 entries
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Figure 4. Example of an entry with inline sound recordings.

in the encyclopaedia, 1,093 entries contain just the standard part, 193 entries contain
only the advanced part, and 283 entries have both descriptive parts.

On the encyclopaedia website, readers may choose their preference of the default
description level. For example, readers may hide the advanced information and when
they search for an entry, only the standard entries or descriptions are provided.

The system tracks the most often visited entries in each category and provides
hints to extra information in related categories for readers interested in certain topics.

4. Conclusions

We have described the tools and processes utilized to build the New Encyclopaedia
of Czech, the largest electronic encyclopaedia devoted to the Czech Language and
related linguistic studies. The presented lexicographic tools successfully supported
the team of more than 200 authors and assistants during creation of both printed and
electronic version of one of the most important resource for the study of the Czech
language and many connected areas of linguistic research.
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